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【 Outline of survey 】

Globalisation, the new economy and gender are each key issues incontemporary social thought, and

the nature of their intersection is at thecutting-edge of debate. In this project we challenge and

revise key claimsin four well-established areas including: ‘ industrial relations andvarieties of

capitalism ’, where we provide a critique from a genderviewpoint; 'gender studies ’, where we develop

the comparative debates thatare taking off in this field; ‘ new economy ’, where we challenge

thegender-blind conceptualisation and provide analysis of the implications ofincluding gender; and ‘

globalisation ’, where we challenge the simplederegulation thesis. Globalisation is often assumed to be

associated withde-regulation of the workplace and deterioration in the quality ofworking-life. When

gender is brought into focus, we find increasedregulation on some dimensions of the workplace as well

as de-regulation ofothers. We investigate the extent to which global processes lead

towardconvergence among industrialised economies and the extent to which pathdependency defines

trajectories of particular countries. We investigatewhether global processes contribute to the

development of three distinctmodels (American, European and Asian).

【 Expected results 】

This project uniquely combines theoretical discussion and comparativeempirical material from four

countries: the US, Japan, the UK and Germany.These countries are selected because of their

importance in the worldeconomy today, and because they embody important contrasts, namely

liberalcapitalism with market-led public gender regime (the US and UK) versusstate-led coordinated

capitalism with halfway public gender regime (Germanyand Japan). By focusing on the EU as a key

aspect of the analysis of the UKand Germany, which is simultaneously de-regulating economic arenas

in thedrive for entrepreneurialism and re-regulating in the drive for equalopportunities and the

reconciliation of working and family life, we couldclarify relative positions of the US and Japan. In this

project, gender researchers of work organizations and social policies who represent the fourcountries

have already organized themselves into a team of unusual degree ofcoherence. Our comparative study

centered around Japan could achievetheoretically as well as empirically high originality.
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